Y. F. Chapler
HoldS Local
FFA. Inititation

Col. Poly's chapter of Young Farmers will hold an initiation meeting for local Future Farmers last week. Several agricultural students from San Luis Obispo and Los Angeles were initiated into the FFA. The initiation is a spectaculor event.

The ceremony was a marked success. The college Young Farmers chapter has always done a good job of preparing for the occasion. The initiation took place in the Student Memorial Gym. The event was well attended and was enjoyed by all.

The management of the College is pleased with the turnout at the initiation. The College is confident that Poly stock will continue to be strong.

This will be the first student body dance in three weeks. Both the student body and the College officials should be proud of this achievement.
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Orchids

We wish to take this opportunity to congratulate the readers and the SAC committee on the excellent job which was done at the Pepperdiles. The Yell leaders did a great job in leading the cheers there. Through most of the game the section seating co-operated to the best of its ability. We wish to give Betty Jo Beasly a big plug for the fine show she put on in front of the boys in green, gold and white. Betty Jo is our choice for top honours. Thank you gentlemen. We may hear much more of and from you.

Complaints

The SAC has appointed itself to investigate the complaints and protests that are to be heard on this campus. We think that this is an excellent idea. If the SAC can compile such a list of complaints and take action to what is the matter, the discomforts they will do big, needed, and a good job. More than anything else.

Here are our complaints and certain suggestions. We think that perhaps these are the same things that will be most frequently heard. Undoubtedly we will omit some, so the committee still will have a job on its hands, but we have included, we think, a lot.

With the onset of the rainy season in the very near future, we would like to suggest the following: if it is not already upon us, one of the major trials about this campus will be the MUD. Cal Poly mud is something very special. We think that if it will compare with the renowned Missouri mud in every detail. This campus needs more board walks. Even with these walks there will still be a lot of mud on this campus. In particular, we are referring to those stairs just east of the south east entrance to the Administration building. Those stairs are too shallow in depth. The size elevens of this campus just don't fit on these steps. The steps are worn badly and one handrail is down.

This campus is cluttered with papers and all manner of trash. Why aren't there more trash and "butt" cans distributed about the campus. We need both, however, otherwise "butt" cans are filled quickly and someone starts a fire in the trash cans.

The housing situation on the campus is bad. It is so daft around here after sunset that too many of these dowry checkered fres are afraid to use the library or to go outside conditions. In particular, we are referring to those stairs just east of the south east entrance to the Administration building. Those stairs are too shallow in depth. The size elevens of this campus just don't fit on these steps. The steps are worn badly and one handrail is down.

This campus is cluttered with papers and all manner of trash. Why aren't there more trash and "butt" cans distributed about the campus. We need both, however, otherwise "butt" cans are filled quickly and someone starts a fire in the trash cans.

The band is due special commendation for the showing of the Mustangs put on such a good show in the second half of the game. If she will be around next year to put extra spice in the great collegiate game we might even be induced to go out and fight for Poly on the gridiron. Thanks an all.

"M.P." Davidson's boys really did themselves proud in the production of grand music for a football game. We heard many compliments from people all over the stands for their show. Thank you gentlemen. We may hear much more of and from you.

The heating system in the various buildings on the campus is just plain bad. If anything can be done to relieve the traffic jam that is the cause of all the complaints and protests that are to be heard on this campus. We think that perhaps these are the same things that will be most frequently heard. Undoubtedly we will omit some, so the committee still will have a job on its hands, but we have included, we think, a lot.
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The band is due special commendation for the showing of the Mustangs put on such a good show in the second half of the game. If she will be around next year to put extra spice in the great collegiate game we might even be induced to go out and fight for Poly on the gridiron. Thanks an all.

"M.P." Davidson's boys really did themselves proud in the production of grand music for a football game. We heard many compliments from people all over the stands for their show. Thank you gentlemen. We may hear much more of and from you.
Colts Drop Game To SLO All-Stars

By Ted Laine

Cal Poly football squad opened and closed its season on the road against American University in a losing fashion when the San Luis Obispo All-Stars outplayed the conceders 24 to 0 in a rain saturated contest. Foul Poly, thirteen inches watered in 200 in the face of a rainstorm that also reduced the game into a fumbling epidemic on the part of Coach Carl Voltmers' charges.

The All-Stars scored early in the first quarter when "Jawors first field goal was blocked on Poly's 11, the oval skidded into the end to be cuffed by a RLO lineman. Ray Poly, former Poly full-back, stalled for the Stars in the second period on a yard sputter around an end, and also Poly intercepted a short down chores off a third score that was set up by a Poly fumble in their own 8. Half time score: was.

Early in the second half Poly moved down their own 8 from where a pass play produced the winning tally. Three attempts were thwarted by the easy condition of the pigs. On the ball of the "jays" can be said that playing their second contest in three days was just too much. In actuality the "jay" play was a bit better than expected. Los Angeles Downtown's city rath named in favor Poly over Poly.(Poly) 18-0.

HORN TAKES SCORING LEAD

Despite the fact that they were masters of the situation in the second half, the Mustangs could not come to grips with a heads up brand longs to tho victori for the manner POLY win. Nevertheless, due credit be­ to the "Jayvees" It hobbles on thair own 10 from H tacco ovar tho national scoring lead Be­ cause Poly was apparently driv­ ing attack flsrad to sand the Mus­ twands to their Initial counter.

TD came early In the sacond quar­ ter as Poly outdriv­ ing attack flsrad to sand the Mus­ twands to their Initial counter.
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HUSKIES ON ARMISTICE DAY

To SLO All-Stars
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PAGE THREE
An Ode to Poly...

Poly was a fine old school, but when the war it lost its heart
A boy’s school is what it was before, now a maternity ward instead.

"The boys must go," the prudish women say, "they’ve had for sides from the start.
When women come our pals must go, men’s best friend the housebound.
In English just the other day we came to a test to write an essay.
I missed the date, the ball game too late in its time.
In class I said, “What did you write in English?”
He said, "I haven’t read it yet my wife wrote it for me.
At meals to make sufficient space we try to get through fast.
But married folk are first to come and stay there until thelast.
The Poly boys eat regular meals both good and busy food.
But married folk are choosy now.
The biggest complaint I have, by god that nothing can explain
Is the woman that comes with her husband and sits with him in class.
I know that this is hard to believe, but don’t just rely on me;
Ask anyone who went to class last Monday in chemistry.
The student scores were really fine in good old days, somehow.
Now failed written fill the line and take up all the row.
Now some students live at the army camp who are sick of the rolls.
Oh, there’s plenty of room for the women here, but not for Poly boys.
ALL our complaints we once could voice in language loud and strong.
But now we have to think back to strong.
A woman say it’s wrong.
Yet, Poly was a fine old school in the day before the war.
But the Poly that we used to know is gone forever now.

—The FOX

A.V.C. Sponsors Day Nursery

Cal Poly Jersey Hard Is Graded

By W. M. Regan

The American Veterans’ Committee will sponsor the opening of a day nursery in San Luis Obispo. Under the plans this nursery will care for children from one to five years of age from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m. The nursery will furnish the children with the best of care and will provide them with meals each day for a very low cost. Dr. Philip Berg, county health officers and Dr. Paul Justin will be in charge of the non-profit nursery.

Arrangements have already been made for building, personnel and equipment. All students interested in this service will be contacted by members of the A.V.C. who will provide additional details. Anyone who is interested in using the nursery, and who has not been contacted by the A.V.C. by the end of the week is asked to either phone 1506 or to drop a note to the A.V.C. Nursery Committee.

Boots and Spurs Hold Meeting

The regular meeting of the Boots and Spurs club was held on Thursday, November 7. The club aim was the Principle topic of discussion. A pin will be adopted as soon as the jewelry companies have come to a decision.

Professor Regan of the University of California, and George Drugeon, California Polytechnic University, was the official judging judge in California for the West coast breed association. These two were selected to demonstrate the best of care and the attitude.

HILLS STATIONERY

Greating Cards Books — Gifts
Sawriter Repairs Drafting Materials
Appliane Repair

McCLURE'S Repair Service

Shells Beach Inn

CHARCOAL BROILED STEAKS

— Our Specialty —

REFRESHMEN TS

By W. M. Regan

The Jerseys made a creditable showing, eight cows were placed in the very good bracket and the entire herd placed well above a good plus average.

Jim Fischer, Poly dairy student, had his four Jerseys classified at the same time. Jim had three in the very good classification and the other one cleared as good plus average.
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